
 

 AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 
                                    

        C6 GM LICENSED CROSSED FLAGS CAP COVER SET STANDARD 6PC 

PART#043083patent pending 

 

 
 

INCLUDES:       

1-Full cap with notch 

1-Angle cap for oil 

2-3/4 caps 

1-1/2 caps  

1-Clutch cap w/attachment cookies                   

5-Attachment Cookies                               

1-Pack Adhesive Promoter 

 

These new and unique caps are designed to set over the factory cap as a cosmetic cover 

only. These chrome plated steel caps are simple to attach and offer a nice clean look. 



 

1. The first step for installation will be to thoroughly scrub the tops of each of the factory 

caps, the oil/water/washer fluid/brake fluid/power steering and clutch fluid if so 

equipped. Scrub them with alcohol to remove any surface contaminants then swipe the 

tops with the adhesive promoter provided. 

 

2. You have been provided with 2'' furry Velcro attachment cookies for each cap except 

the clutch fluid which will only have butyl putty on the small chrome cap to hold both the 

cover and cap on. Peel the release liner from the back of each cookie and firmly set them 

to the top of each factory cap. 

 

3. The factory wind shield washer fluid cap will need to be trimmed slightly in order for 

the new cover to sit nice and centered. To do this, simply snip the finger tab as well as the 

attachment strap off the cap with a scissor.  

 

4. The set will contain a cap cover that is angled for the oil cap and a thinner cover for the 

power steering cap. The remaining covers in your kit are for all other factory caps. 

Simply set them in place.   

 

 

If any questions or problems occur during installation, please contact American Car 

Craft at 727-861-1500.        

               

Thank You and Enjoy Your Purchase! 
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